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How to Draw a Comic
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Comics don’t have to be funny, of
“Why should you write your words
course, but I did challenge my stubefore you draw anything?” This
dents to write a joke for their first
was the most controversial instruccomic strip. To that end, we also
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To coach my students towards the
include surprise endings (or “gags”),
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own work, they will be reluctant to
I like to teach through questioning
erase a finished drawing to make
whenever I can, so I tried to present
each new panel with a question. “Why room for their text.
“Why should a cartoonist do all
should you plan your comic with
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erase. This stage of a comic is actually
called “penciling.” It helps to remind
students to draw lightly to make erasing even easier.
Inking Cartoons
“Why do cartoonists ink their drawings?” Yes, it does make it look better,
but it usually takes some prompting
to get students to the professional
answer: Ink drawings are easier to
reproduce than pencil drawings.
Encourage students to be careful
when they ink. Remind them not to
trace their pencil drawings but to
improve their pencil drawings. This
is a great time to introduce advanced
students to shadows, shading, stippling, or hatching.
For a professional presentation,
have students erase any visible pencil
lines and whiteout any smudges or
spills.
If you have the time and resources,
it is fun to collect the cartoons and
teach students how to copy and bind
them into their own comic books.
Each of my classes created, published,
and finally bound their own anthology
by the last day of each workshop.
If you are curious, you can see
some of my students’ comic strips and
comic books on my Sunday Funnies
Flickr set at www.flickr.com/photos/
ramahughes/sets/72157619643494099.

Rama Hughes is an art teacher and an
illustrator who lives in Montrose, California. rama@ramahughes.com.

Go to schoolartsonline.com
for reproducible comic strip
templates from this lesson.
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